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Introduction
            Lycidas is a pastoral elegy written by John Milton, a puritan poet. He has written based on classical traditions like invoking the muse, the prologue and epilogue. He has used many classical allusions to bring out the theme very effectively.The precise theme of Lycidas is a matter of controversy. It is assumed that the poem is about Edward King. The most predominant themes of the poem seems to be mourning on the death of a dear friend, the loss or rather the loss of talent oand human mortality. Other themes dealt with are the corruption of the lergy and Christian notion of death and rebirth.  




Summary 
       Lycidas was a talented person. He died at an early age without attaining any of his ambitions. The young shepherd was also talented. He drowned in the sea and died. Milton also feels about this incident in the guise of a shepherd. The speaker first blames the muses for not saving Lycidas
Invocation
          In the manner of classical poets Milton invokes the Muses. He wants to lament for the loss of Lycidas. He feels t hen only his death will also be mourned.
Poet’s self-dedication vs untimely death
          Lycidas was a poet of self- dedication. But he has met with untimely death. So Milton expresses his lament about the worthiness of the poet’s self dedication confronted with the possibility of untimely death.
Lament of nature
Milton says even the woods and caves mourn for his death. The willow and the hazel will no more fan their leaves for the shepherds song. The canker kills the rose. The worm kills the young sheep. The frost kills the flowers. Just like that the cruel death has killed Lycidas.
Blaming the nymphs
	Milton accuses the guardian nymphs for not saving Lycidas. The he thinks about the Muse Callilope. He was not able to save her own son Orpheus from Bacchantes. Milton asks then what about the purpose of his long and self-dedication to poetry if he has to young at an young age.. For this Phoebus the God of Song says that true fame is granted by God and not by men. So Lycidas will be attaining heavenly fame.
Attempt to enquire the cause of death
Milton now attempts to enquire the cause of the death of Lycidas. The wind and the sea declares that there was no storm in the sea. Then it was decided that the ship was built during an eclipse, an inauspicious time and that is the reason for the shipwreck and death of Lycidas.
Procession of mourners
Milton follows the classical tradition and shows a procession of mourners which includes
	Triton , the Herald of the Sea God Nephine

Hippotades , God of Winds
Camus, God of the River Came
St. Peter , representative of the Ceniversal Church
St.Peter praises Lycidas as a true priest. He also says that if he was alive he would have devoted his life in the service of the flock. Milton here satirizes the contemporary clergymen of his time.
Declaration of the rise of Lycidas
	Lycidas is declared as not dead but has risen again. The shepherds are requested not to mourn for the death of Lycidas as has risen again. It refers to the rebirth of Jesus Christ. It is believed that he would be received into the Kingdom of Heaven by the blessed angels.  It would be accompanied by the brided music of the Lamb of God. He is made as the deity of the locality where he was drowned and would save the lives of the future travellers on that way.
Milton’s Lycidas as a pastoral elegy
Milton’s repeated reference to nature is an example for its quality as a pastoral elegy. Milton uses the genre of pastoral poetry for his own purpose. This pastoral setting establishes an allegorical meaning that draws the attention of the readers to the issues of his time and context.Pastoral elements are established through the use of natural description to highlight the purpose of Milton in raising certain debates and issues central to his context, such as what is a virtuous life. All these are done by the poet in the guise of a shepherd which is an important element of a pastoral elegy. 
Conclusion
Thus Milton’s elegy thus exhibits the conventions of the classical tradition from invocation to epilogue. The epilogue is in third portion. But the rest of the poem is in first person. Lycidas also exhibits the Christian doctrines of death and rebirth. It also throws light on Milton’s notion of the ideals of Church as a Puritan poet. Milton’s Lycidas thus has not one but multiple themes related with each other interestingly. He presents it with pastoral elements in a pastoral setting which proves it as a pastoral elegy.


